
From: Gary S. Gevisser 

Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 5:17 PM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Shunit; michael sagorin; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; 

Mossad; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; Obed Mlaba - Mayor of 

Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; Pamela Nathan - President, 

South African Jewish American Community [SAJAC], San Diego; South China 
Morning Post; 'Jeff Klein'; Kenneth Standard Esq. -Immediate Past President of the 

New State Bar Association; Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. - Alumni MIT & 

Cornell University; Tefo Mohapi; Augusto Benito Vargis; 

apener@conflictsecurities.com; Roy Essakow "Co-owner Marc Rich-Flower Hill Mall" 

Essakow; Jeffrey "Co-owner-Marc Rich-Flower Hill Mall" Essakow; Hilary-Bill 

DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; 48hours@cbsnews.com; 
TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Tefo Mohapi; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National 

Association of Broadcasters; King Golden Jr. Esq.; The IT aka bad eyesight 

"practising" [sic] pathologist Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD aka The Slimeball of 

Slimeballs aka The Sperm Donor jbstewartmd@aol.com; Roger W. Robinson - 

Former senior member of the National Security Council and Chairman & Vice 
Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior 

De Beers operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of J.P. Morgan-Chase Manhattan 

Bank; Mary Valder - Trilateral Commission; Molly H. Hubbard - Director of 

Development James A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy - JAB's law firm 

representing the House of Saud; Steven Lee Parkinson - Mothercare - Middleast; 
Howard Schultz - Founder, Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks; John Dau 

- A Leader of the Lost Boys of the Sudan; US Marine Captain Brian Steidle - The 

Devil Came On Horseback; Basil Gelpke - co-Producer of Crude Awakening; Sargent 

Amanda Lopez - US Army Recruiter; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Nicholas Oppenheimer - 

DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; 

Sternshow@howardstern.com; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Eliot Spitzer - 
Client #9 - Former Governor of New York State - Former Attorney General of New 

York State - Linked to Prostitution Ring ; Whitman Knapp Esq. - Office of Attorney 

General; Michael Berlin Esq. - Office of Attorney General; Michael Strauss Esq. - 

International Monetary Fund; Dr. Rod Smith - Waterstrategist.com; Roger 

Hedgecock - Recovering Lawyer; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Augusto Benito 
Vargis; Rush Limbaugh; Dr. Ruth; Dr. Laura Family; 

DeadlineHollywood@gmail.com; Deborah "Aggressive-Billions Nazi Slave Wage" 

Sturman Esq.; Gerard Arpey - American Airlines - President and Chief Operating 

Officer ; Gsoros@sorosny.org; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; The IT aka bad 

eyesight "practising" [sic] pathologist Dr. John BIG BEN Stewart MD aka The 
Slimeball of Slimeballs aka The Sperm Donor jbstewartmd@aol.com; President 

Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's 

lawyer; 'Richard Cummings'; 'Geoffrey Rothwell'; Melissa Rubenstein - US 

Holocaust Memorial Museum,; Drew Faust - President of Harvard University; 

Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; presser@jpost.com; Mossad; 
President@whitehouse.gov; George Andreassi II 

Subject: Would you like to buy a t-shirt and help sponsor the fight against De 

Beers Anglo American? 
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Just a few minutes ago I finished spending a couple of hours with a very attractive 

Malaysian lady who was seated across the relatively large table here at the Del Mar 
Library who I interrupted knowing perfectly well that she was studying, 

mathematics to boot; although she, the eldest of 3 daughters to the second wife of 

a wealthy 67-year old Muslim Malaysian who took Tzehui [pronounced Zeewee] 

Khor‟s mother, now 57, as his lawful wedded second wife after Tzehui was 

conceived, is in her first year of architecture studies; previously a biochemist-
scientist, living in the United States for the past 9 years, 5 in San Diego; and of 

course Tzehui and I covered ever subject under the sun apart from her age which 

didn‟t seem important, including the obvious jealousies of the two wives who along 

with the 7 children, 1 boy the rest all girls, live under the same roof with her father 

who started out very poor, no education, and alternates every day between his two 

wives that naturally helps remind him not only that he is still the rooster but how 
very virile he once was. 

 

Not to mention that within a minute of starting my dialogue with Tzehui I had her 

listening intently to both sides of my mother‟s record, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING 

A WOMAN that had Tzehui commenting right in the middle, “She could foresee…”. 
 

Do you make it a point each day before you brush your teeth and look yourself in 

the mirror to play this most inspiring record that is just as relevant as it was when 

my mother first recorded it probably in the late 1950s when she was already a 

household name in South Africa? 
 

Until such time as our customer service department that has Mike Sagorin, his 

designer, his well trained daughters, wife and animals all working not only full-time 

but 24/7, no one having time to even pull their hair out let alone have sex at least 

twice a day – BTW the very thick fog has just started to lift here in heavily real 

estate and city council corrupt Del Mar, neither Jonathan who impressed his new 
boss at dinner last night by ordering the least expensive item on the menu, a 

US$2.99 burrito, no soda, just water, nor I have to walk down to the beach to 

check the surf conditions, better yet fewer surfers willing to surf blind – I strongly 

suggest that you not only stick with the text but bold it in red, white and blue,  

 
We offer all the sizes and next to them the words, “NOT AVAILABLE”, 

until you get to children sizes from day one to large which could fit a 

shapely young woman; otherwise special order only! 

  

Don‟t move everything yet. Lets just wait. Do you think justmememe.com is a 
better name to tell the whole and complete story of how the Nazis moved on from 

the pogroms-massacring of Jewish people to victory in each and every war since 

wiping out the very best of the best Jewish people in the pogroms of the early to 

mid-1880s when my great maternal grandmother was the sole survivor of a 

pogrom in her and Ben Gurion‟s tiny village of Plonsk, White-Russia that wiped out 
Nechie Badash‟s entire immediate family? 

 



Has the thought occurred to you that the pogroms would end altogether when there 

would be no reason to have any more pogroms when those very few who survived 

the pogroms would get increasingly fewer until such time as there were no real 
Jewish people and therefore no reason to have any more pogroms? 

  

Would you understand how fortunate I feel right now having so extraordinarily few 

Jewish people supporting me, apart from those who count? 

 
Now I have read and written to you the same old, so very boring stuff, and of 

course in the time it has taken me to open your email, read your response, type 

this reply all the while think what 7 billion others less me will eventually read, I 

could have already been suited up in my super duper Marino wool Patagonia wet 

suit, very possibly having not only taken my first wave but to converse with my 

surfing buddies most of whom don‟t even have an internet connection but are 
pretty impressed that an “old guy” like me, twice their biological age, can handle in 

my wave ski some pretty big surf, although yesterday right after taking a monster 

wave that everyone else lined up decided to bail out just as it crested at well over 8 

feet that had me all alone literally flying for well over 3 meters some two feet above 

the violently crashing white waters that were no more than a handful of inches 
above the “jiggered” [sic] rocks, and I was not wearing a helmet, I had my 

footsak.com wave ski ripped away from me by a wave half the size and were it not 

for 3 surfers at the water‟s edge who had decided to get out given how rough was 

the surf, I would be putting in an order for a new super duper wave ski. 

 
At 9:19 PM last evening I wrote you “sumthing” [sic] that I thought by now you 

would have addressed. To repeat: 

 

Ps I – You should be able to connect all the missing dots starting out well 

before that “dotted photograph” 

 
of my grandfather Israel Issy Gevisser‟s immediate family‟s 42 B. GEVISERIS 
42 shop in Vilnius, starting even before the massacre of my great maternal 
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grandmother‟s entire immediate family in the tiny village of Plonsk, White 

Russia-Poland which did not end pogroms or how quickly the “comfortable” 

forget and the damage it does to their brain and that much more to each 
successive generation until someone one day wakes up and says,  

 

Wait a second; isn‟t it true that when you tell a secret it is no longer a 

secret; and to keep reminding people of this fact is like talking to a 

brick wall, and what did that Berlin Wall coming down do for those who 
have such short memories who forget only because they are 

comfortable and lost the “Wondering Jew” in them; and how much 

difficult was it to trust your brother, sister, mother, father, uncle, 

aunts, during the times of the pogroms when there wasn‟t the internet 

and the Jewish people didn‟t have a place they could call home? 

 
Tomorrow, I will help you piece it all together, but see if you can do it ALL on 

your own. 

 

Do you know why most Jewish South Africans who have heard of Roy Essakow 

don‟t care why he would leave Zug, Switzerland where he along with his mafia boss 
Marc “Trading with the enemy Iran-Iraq” Rich were living the “life of Riley” and 

journey all the way to La Jolla, California where Roy would so very foolishly flash 

his US$30 million Trust-Hush-Fund paycheck to purchase a U$3 million house on 

the bluffs overlooking Black Beach where you recall that most awesome photo I 

took of the most beautiful bodied French-Canadian woman in the world with a smile 
to die for, that in no time had doubled in value, the house that is, and it wasn‟t long 

before Roy surprised friend and foe to move to Beverly Hills, California where he 

summarily divorced his wife Linda, the mother of his two twin daughters? 

 

You recall that Roy who was my best friend growing up in Durban, South Africa was 

sick to death with his nagging mother in particular, as the rest of his corrupt family 
had their hands out, all the while putting on a big happy smile for all their “fair 

weathered friends” including David Levy, the President of the Orthodox Jewish 

Synagogue that Roy help fund, who couldn‟t wait to download to his son the origins 

of Roy‟s corruption that as far as David Levy and Co. were concerned took place 

when Roy was in his mid-teens and got caught stealing a bottle of orange juice, all 
the while David Levy most certainly didn‟t impart to his son while deriving great 

satisfaction in putting Roy and his family down that when David later attended the 

University of Natal-Kwazulu, South Africa, a year or so behind me since David, the 

same age as Roy and me, had decided to complete his military service for the 3rd 

Reich‟s Southern Division aka The South African Apartheid Regime where he 
achieved the rank of Captain, David was part of the group of B. COM students who 

had purchased final examination questions from our other Jewish orthodox pal 

Jeffrey Malatskey who had figured out this not exactly ingenious, but nevertheless 

effective way of bribing the faculty staff responsible for printing the exam 

questions; and no surprise today that Jeffrey is a senior partner at Ernst and 
Young, Sidney Australia, and like David, Merrick Wolman, nephew of Sol “Gambling 

Czar” Kersner are not quite as happy with me as they once were. 

 



But of course they are all very quiet, no different to the top officials of the De 

Beers-Anglo American Cartel who figured out the instant they got their arms around 

the “Remember me?” 272 word email I sent top DAAC operative Stephen Cohen of 
Codiam Inc. on November 11th, 2004, breaking the most audible “deafening 

silence” that I had so very patiently, methodically and painstakingly “lined up my 

ducks” that included making certain that all those at the very bottom to the very 

top of the DAAC pyramid who “wished me harm” would think more than twice about 

ordering a hit on me and/or anyone I cared about given how they had every reason 
to believe and more so with each passing moment as I expose that much more 

each and every one of my adversaries through my ever increasing extraordinary 

large footprint on the internet, that the assassin could “turn”. 

 

You recall me mentioning that the dumbest people in the world while concentrated 

in South Africa, Australia and the United States have a hard time figuring out why it 
is that they are the dumbest people in the world as they struggle to get their arms 

around the problem of being too busy keeping track of their lies. 

 

Most non-Jewish who have never heard of Roy Essakow also equate money with 

intelligence, not in the least bit interested in whether Roy or anyone else in the 
world has “integrity”. 

 

Do you think I am alone in understanding perfectly well why no one apart from 

people who have known me a lifetime are in the least bit interested why both my 

extraordinary land, business and cash rich grandfathers who were only some 12 
years different in age were rarely if ever seen together in public apart from on the 

wedding day of their two children when to the best of my knowledge not a single 

photo was taken of both Al Ash and Israel Issy Gevisser together or for that matter 

anytime since October 10th, 1948, again the day of my parents‟ very well attended 

wedding in the humid hell hole of Durban, South Africa and some 16 or so years 

later when Al Ash was poisoned to death at age 64 or thereabouts, and Issy 
Gevisser then about 76, still very strong and totally aware began to follow in Al 

Ash‟s footsteps leaving just like Al Ash the most negligible estate. 

 

At this very moment and for the rest of your natural life you will have little difficulty 

understanding that most “Wondering Jews” were massacred in the pogroms long 
before the ruling elite saw mechanized war as much more efficient. 

 

When you read the article again in the De Beers controlled Wall Street Journal 

profiling my immediate family‟s very close personal friend Deborah “I am 

aggressive” Sturman Esq. what do you think apart from the fact that her 
grandparents NEVER survived a pogrom. 

 

The article of June 19th, 1999, entitled, Milberg Weiss Lawyer Focuses On 

Cases for Holocaust Survivors, By Frances A. McMorris , begins: 

Deborah Sturman grew up hearing gruesome accounts of how the Nazis 
slaughtered her grandparents' 12 brothers and sisters, many of whom 

perished in concentration camps.  

http://www.just3ants.com/punbb/viewtopic.php?pid=148#p148
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Notice again Deborah who first met my mother English born and raised mother 

Zena and her second husband South African Alan Zulman at a synagogue in 

Cologne, Germany when Deborah was still a teenager, playing the French Horn for 

the Cologne Philharmonic and expressed to my very well informed mother that anti-

Semitism was still rampant in Germany and that she, Deborah wanted to find a way 
to make the remnants of the Nazi Military Machine pay for their war crimes 

beginning with those Jewish people who survived the Holocaust and who were 

enslaved, and were now owed back slave wages; my very convincing mother simply 

“planted the seed” that Deborah waste no more time, get herself a law degree in 

the United States and then align herself with the worst mother fucker lawyer in the 

world, Melvyn Weiss Esq. who may have already begun his prison sentence, joining 
his crime partner Bill Lerach Esq. 

 

Not to mention just another "coincidence" that the 2,000 pound Shareholder Class 

Action Litigation [SCAL] law firm of Milberg Weiss Bershad Hynes and Lerach which 

is where The mad Cow still works, so very diseased, were clients of mine, no 
different to the SCAL law firm of Finkelstein & Krinsk. 
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Ps: At first, when you started communicating with this Jeff Klein, one of most 

corrupt Roman Catholic Priests the worst of which are allowed on to the most 
prestigious University campuses such as Ronald O. Perelman‟s Wharton Business 

school on the University of Pennsylvania campus and never to forget the equally 

laughable Stanford University now and forever increasingly crawling into its rather 

soft shell, I was rather pissed off with you, for most of all wasting my time listening 

to you living in the past, trying to expose such miserable Nazi bastards deriving 
great satisfaction, publicly embracing Nazi standards, fiddling little Altar Boys like 

King Golden Jr. who would grow up to excel at university while harboring deep anti-

Semitic sentiment beginning with King‟s most abysmal question as he and I worked 

together on writing a book about the Epilady USA Inc. debacle, “Why do you think 

most of the world has a problem with the Jews?” immediately following my pointing 

out that the best of the best Jewish people who escaped the pogroms and so 
induced poverty of eastern Europe who of course happened to be the poorest first 

made their way to South Africa where the ship fare was half the price of their much 

more “affluent” and much more corrupt Jewish brothers and sisters who could 

afford full fare to the Ellis Island, New York City. 

 
But in the end you managed to get this so corrupt, so hypocritical fatso Roman 

Catholic Priest to bring you in to the “real world” and more importantly, in to “real 

time” by responding so eloquently, in one CLEAR, SHORT sentence email,  

 

“You are correct about my poor conditioning, though -- I am really out of 
shape.  But don't worry too much about my physical fitness; I joined a gym 

this week.” 

 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-gym.pdf 

 

Now add this fuckhead immediately to the “$ hit list” [sic] if you haven‟t already, 
and then standby while organizing all the email lists in a format on as a secured 

network as you can, for my follow up to increasingly anxious Mr. Adam T. Peiner as 

he and his colleagues beginning with their boss, “Our Man Roger” aka Roger W. 

Robinson in “command and control” of Securities Conflict Advisory Group, 

increasingly understand the ingenious machinations behind Israel‟s most 
extraordinary victory in its War of Independence, November 1947-January 1949, 

that was decades in the planning, beginning well before the outbreak of World Oil 

War I. 

 

As aware as you are these days, but not close to being what has kept the very deep 
underground Jewish Underground on its toes following the survival of one most 

extraordinary woman who impressed Ben Gurion enough that he never thought it 

important to once ever comment apart from to a handful of us who had proven first 

of that we were of fit body and mind to know, “once a secret is told it is no longer a 

secret” which in conjunction with my mother‟s oft repeated warnings, “Loose lips 
sink ships”, a shiver should still go up your spine. 
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That shiver, however no matter how slight on your spine, you can take my word for 

it, is felt much stronger on the spines of spin-spineless Peiner and Co. who up until 

now like the overwhelming majority of westerners particularly here in the US, 
whether rich or poor have always thought they were on the “right side” that their 

parents and/or grandparents who fought in both the first oil war as well as its 

continuation were “made of the right stuff”, when nothing could be further from the 

truth. 

 
The most depressed, however, at this moment and who deserve most of my 

compassion are the heavily indoctrinated Roman Catholics living in abject poverty 

in the Third World in places like Peru; an excellent example is my very good friend 

Augusto Benito Vargis who knows perfectly well the violent history of his country all 

caused by the corrupt Roman Catholic Church, one and the same as the ruling elite, 

who so desecrated their ancient Inca relics to the point of building their most 
fuckingly disgusting Roman Catholic Churches on top of such most beautiful ruins 

and then forced, using the barrel of a gun Augusto‟s relatives to not only accept 

Roman Catholicism but get on their fucking hands and knees and pray to our Lord 

Jewish Jesus Christ who was born an orthodox Jew, lived the life of the most 

righteous Jewish person in history, confronted the corrupt Jewish priesthood - 
hence the origin of the word “hood”? - for having not only kowtowed to the brutal 

Romans who morphed into the Roman Catholic Church but who after handing out 

the best real estate to the most corrupt and violent of the Jewish people gave these 

future most disgusting Roman Catholics the best seats in our most holy of holy 

Temple that of course by the time G-d blessed us with the presence of his only son 
smart enough not to have any children while no doubt having great sex with the 

Madonna, no strike that Mary Magdalene, the First Temple was already destroyed. 

 

Of course you keep forgetting two very important facts of life besides for the 

western alliance of bankers still not able despite their extraordinary resources to 

collapse the gold market; gold last trading at US$894.40 a troy ounce. 
 

First, it is not only me who could bring about world peace to planet Mother Earth in 

less than 24 hours, all beginning to be spelled out rather clearly in that ingenious 

Israeli Military Intelligence that of course also spells out the military preparedness 

of the State of Israel, beginning with coordinating like never before the Mossad and 
Israeli Military Intelligence whose most elite Special Forces Units only get to really 

“speak their minds” once leaving behind the most indelible imprints of their 

presence, often in the form of a rather large tennis ball size hole between the ears 

of their targets without the slightest whiff of vengeance, given again how the best 

of the best trained assasins of both IMI and the Mossad have always had the truth 
on their side, beginning with how every effort, every drop of blood spilled, every 

deception ever executed by the Jewish Underground decades before the modern 

State of Israel came into being on May 14th, 1948, has been to secure first a Jewish 

homeland and in the next instant to be armed and not have to rely on their most 

trusted Arab brothers to hide weapons systems which the real enemy, the 
beneficiaries of the pogroms that left behind few if any worth talking about apart 

from my great maternal grandmother, Nechie Badash and those who knew to keep 

a secret, wouldn‟t dream of looking for, let alone unearthing in olive groves owned 



and operated by non-Jewish Arabs who have also known the truth that it was the 

American Nazis who won World Oil War II a continuation of WOW I, the whole world 

first becoming aware of this absolute, irrefutable fact of life when the US 
Government placed that most diabolically obscene and so arrogant arms embargo 

on the fledging State of Israel, and the world DID NOTHING. 

 

Let me just go through this one more time. 

 
David Ben Gurion and Co. are sitting in their headquarters in Jerusalem and they 

know there is no wiretap going on because they are hearing in “real time” the 

reaction of American Jewry to their government, the 3 Branches of the US 

Government not only supporting but executing with brutal force an arms boycott 

that includes making it illegal for any men of military age to enter the fledging 

State of Israel. 
 

Do you think Ben Gurion and Co. said to themselves, “Lets clap handies, sing „ring 

around the roses‟ and when we are dizzy, dizzy, dizzy to just kick back, smoke 

some Durban Poison and then until Kingdom Come shoot the breeze with one 

another, and when we get tired of that to just relax, go down on our hands and 
knees and pray for a Miracle of God to instill in our Jewish brothers and sisters in 

safe places like the United States, Australia, South Africa, and Great Britain, the 

smallest of small conscience by reminding them not of our common ancestry, 

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob but what it would mean for them were we to be defeated 

in a war that has been orchestrated from the very beginning by the architects of all 
the pogroms, all the wars against the Jewish People!” 

 

Look around you right now at our Stone Home nestled in a gently sloping hill deep 

inside the Cleveland National Forest. 

 

Speak to the birds and bees and see if you get a more meaningful response than 
you would get if you were to be speaking to a whole bunch of Jewish Americans, 

South Africans, Australians etc etc. 

 

Even now some 60 years later, the world including the Roman Catholic Church, the 

US Congress, the US Supreme Court, the British Parliament says, NOTHING! 
 

Not even Jewish people comfortable with the “status quo” say anything other than 

telling me to “FUCK OFF”. 

 

I think this would be a good time for me to listen to Zena‟s record, THE 
IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN. 

 

Assuming you have nothing better to do with your time and I don‟t think you have 

since I really don‟t want you disturbing any of the wildlife, not even a blade of 

grass, transcribe my mothers entire record, and make it easily available for viewing 
on just3ants.com. 

 



Second, with or without me in “command and control” of the IDF I have enough 

confidence in Ami Ayalon to execute such a well thought through totally flawless 

battle plan bearing in mind that with each tick of the clock the De Beers controlled 
US Government and Co. is increasingly desperate and at the same time increasingly 

paralyzed. 

 

Again, while I have never been an official or unofficial member of the Mossad there 

is possibly today not a single person alive who is more familiar than me and Ami 
Ayalon, again Israel‟s “Minister Without Portfolio”, with the Israel Defense Force‟s 

superior and overwhelming military force even if the most brutal Israel Defense 

Force were to go up against the combined military force of the United States, Great 

Britain, France, Germany and Russia. 

 

Now, you are not alone in having forgotten that I am the only person in the entire 
world who has been “entrusted” with the most telling Military Report of all time that 

has been vetted by both the IMI and the Mossad in the most public way. 

 

The Mossad don‟t get “distracted” by verbiage such as “dog eat god” [sic] world 

that we all use in some form or another to describe how those lazy, me, me, me, 
money people who don‟t want to work for living, not interested learning let alone 

teaching which is the only way to really keep learning, to keep searching for the 

truth, just doing enough to get by and no more, all the while just looking for their 

“big score”, and of course these ants with no sensitivity don‟t give a hoot about 

religion, politics just sex once their basic needs are met which is why were you to 
bother asking anyone who is getting just a little more than getting their basics 

needs met whether they are “happy” they would not only tell you that they are 

happy but insist so are most people in the world even those who don‟t know any 

better; and before you know it you as well as these selfish miserable good-for-

nothing bastards have moved on to another subject, all geared again to come 

around to finding yourself the best fuck you can find on a regular basis; and if not 
twice a day with the backdrop either the spectacular view from the gallery-studio 

cliff house 



 
then this 



 
most awesome oil, sand painting of the Roman Coliseum in Sagunto, Spain built 

some 200 years prior to the birth of Jesus Christ who for all I care could have come 

out of a blade of grass just so long as corrupt Roman Catholics would stop with 
placing our Jewish brother on two pieces of crossed wood and making fun of him as 

all they think of is all the blood oozing out of his speared orifices, and little about 

his good work for the poor, and most of all not to fear in the least death, when in 

the next instant one is instantly away from the ugly, so vile, so worst of the worst 

who have survived the most brutal killing of pretty much all us Wondering Jewish 
people who also know that this is just one big game, just like noughts and crosses; 

and if even only surviving to expose just your one crazed murderer you have done 

enough to be reunited with not only your sweetest of sweet dog Pypeetoe but those 



extraordinary few people who fought the right fight and never, not once turned a 

blind eye to evil. 

 
Not to mention I think you would agree I have done more than justly expose the 

fuckhead of fuckheads, The IT and his Cow and each and every person who calls 

themselves human who choose these two slimeballs‟ company. 

 

It is the slimballs of the world not the Mossad who have to be reminded that the 
Mossad are not made up of average, highly insensitive constantly plotting human 

beings and who in addition to having on average genius IQs are all, without 

exception Israeli Special Forces trained, many if not most, equipped and skilled 

enough to use the most advanced killing weapons that are only known to the 

Mossad and were any one to talk they also know the Mossad would not hesitate to 

take out such a talker without approval from anyone outside of the Mossad 
including the Prime Minister of Israel were they or their closest advisors to have 

shown they couldn‟t be trusted.   

 

On the hard drive of the computer you are using, perhaps in an excel worksheet is 

a list of some 800 or so Peruvian guides, most of whom have email addresses.  
Please send them to me ASAP, and if you don‟t hear back from me within an hour 

start emailing each of them asking,  

 

“Please have either Augusto or Patricia Benito Vargis contact Gary S. 

Gevisser through his website www.just3ants.com”. 
 

Please make my email address easily accessible on the website. 

 

I couldn‟t help but notice your misspelling of the word, “side” reminding “us” of 

Kibbutz Sde Boker in Negev Desert, Israel, near Beersheba where I was on a 4 

month Ulpan, beginning September 1st, 1972, some 3 days prior to De Beers 
sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 11 defenseless Israeli 

athletes at the Munich Olympics, and some 2 months to the day when I met for the 

first time with David Ben Gurion, my pogrom orphaned great grandmother‟s closest 

friend, apart from of course her sons, beginning with her favored son Alef Badash 

who left the clearest of clear money and photos trails were you to have maintained 
your sensitivity right from the start. 

 

[Word count 4758] 
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________________________________________ 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com] 
                                                                                                              
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 8:55 AM 
To: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: RE: Would you like to buy a t-shirt and help sponsor the fight against De Beers Anglo 
American? 

 
I don’t understand “if you can prove it” part of the terms and conditions. 
 
I thought that the “Not Available” was confusing and would turn off someone that unsure. People are 
attracted to online purchases because it is less of a hassle than buying at a store; “Not Available” 
introduces doubt and confusion and if they are unsure they will feel the need to clarify with an email which 
is unappealing and could create more work on the customer service sde for us. 
 
To clarify, you would like me to move everything that is not “kid friendly” to justmememe.com? 
 

 
From: Gary S. Gevisser [mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2008 7:05 AM 
To: 'Adam L Tucker' 
Subject: RE: Would you like to buy a t-shirt and help sponsor the fight against De Beers Anglo 
American? 
 
Why did you change Marie’s wording on the “I don’t lie…..?: 

mailto:[mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
mailto:[mailto:gevisser@sbcglobal.net]


 

Terms and Conditions: Let us know if you cannot buy it because it is 

not affordable or “ I want to buy but….”. Also make note, “every t-
shirt sold comes with a money back guarantee if you can prove it!” 

 

We offer all the sizes and next to them the words, “NOT AVAILABLE”, 

until you get to children sizes from day one to large which could fit a 

shapely young woman; otherwise special order only! 
 
I am not saying what you have done is wrong, I just want to understand your thinking. 
 
Again, just3ants.com has got to be totally digestible for kids. Start moving the rest over to 
“justmememe” unless you can explain otherwise. 
From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2008 11:18 PM 
To: Shunit (E-mail) 
Cc: 'Gary S. Gevisser' 
Subject: Would you like to buy a t-shirt and help sponsor the fight against De Beers Anglo American? 

 
Hi Shunit, Can you forward this message to your friends and family? 

 
http://www.just3ants.com/dev/tshirts.php  
 

The following excerpt is from Wikipedia – FBI Agent Robert Hanssen is responsible for the 
worst security breach in US history: 

 

Hanssen was arrested on February 18, 2001, at Foxstone Park near his home in 
Vienna, Virginia, charged with selling American secrets to Moscow for more than 

$1.4 million in cash and diamonds over a 22-year period. On July 6, 2001, he pled 
guilty to 15 counts of espionage in federal court. He was subsequently sentenced to 

life in prison without parole.  
 

Robert Hanssen is not the first person to have been paid and or corrupted with untraceable 
and unregulated diamond currency. 

 

For more information about our work, visit http://www.just3ants.com  
 

Cheers, 
Adam L Tucker 

 

mailto:[mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
http://www.just3ants.com/dev/tshirts.php
http://www.just3ants.com/

